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Abstract

Cylindrical containers with a rotating bottomdisk (so-called split-bottom geometry) arewell
established devices to shear granularmaterials in a continuousway, and to generate well-defined
localized shear bands in the granular bed.Whenmaterial composed of shape-anisotropic grains is
sheared in such a container, a secondary flow is generated that leads to the formation of a considerable
heap ofmaterial near the rotation center.We demonstrate that this effect can be found not onlywith
prolate grains, as shown in a previous study, but also for oblate particle shapes. In addition, the
quantitative influence of geometric and dynamic parameters is studied systematically. It is shown that
thefill height of the container has considerable influence on the time scale for heap formation, but
much less effect on the heap height. Results of numerical simulations agreewith the experimental
findings and provide insight in the particle dynamics.

1. Introduction

Flow in granularmaterial is a ubiquitous phenomenon, shaping landscapes, ruling the transport and processing

of numerous agricultural goods, and influencing technological processes e.g. in themining and building

industries. It is involved in everyday life whenwe pour cereals or rice in a bowl,fill salt shakers or a popcorn bag,

or when a hole is dug in the garden. The processing of granularmaterial has thus been a common task since

earliest ages of human history. But nevertheless, flowing granulate still holds lots ofmysteries for scientists, and

its satisfactory description is far frombeing achieved.One of these unconventional phenomena that has been

described only recently is the heaping of elongated cylindrical and ellipsoidal particles that are sheared in a

cylindrical geometry [1]. Other topical problems are related, e.g. to the phenomena of jamming [2–4], clogging

[5, 6] and orientational alignment of shape-anisotropic grains [7, 8].
A useful introduction into the topic of granular dynamics can be found in reviews (e.g. [9–11]). Peculiarities

of shape-anisotropic granularmatter have been compiled in a recent review [12]. There, an overview of the

specific packing problems, shearflow, alignment and orientational order of thesematerials is given and relevant

literature is collected.
One of the standard geometries for the investigation of continuous shearflow in granularmaterial is the

cylindrical container with split bottom [13–15]. The central part of the bottomplate can be rotatedwith respect

to the outer border. It has been employed to investigate, e.g. shear zone geometries [16–18], dilatancy and

packing [19–21], segregation [22, 23], alignment and orientational order [7, 24, 25], macroscopic viscosities

[26, 27] and secondary flows [1, 28]. The latter was also reported for a slightly different Taylor–Couette geometry

[29].Wortel et al [1]described the following characteristic properties of elongated grains under shear in split-

bottom containers: thematerial formed a heap in the central region, which reached a saturation height after

some transient phase.When the rotation sense was reversed, the heapfirst collapsed, then reformed at the same

time scale as the initial transient. Heapingwas found only in a certain range offill levels of the container. No

significant heaps were reported for high and low container fill heights, where the central part of the granular bed
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surface stays at rest or rotates synchronously with the bottomdisk, respectively. At intermediate fill heights, the

surface grains above the bottomdisk rotate at a reduced rate, producing a substantial secondary flow. Then, the

heap elevation ismaximal.
After removal of the heapmaterial and continued shearing, the heap rebuilds again. At each reversal of the

shear direction, the heap collapses and reappears again afterwards.However, data for rice grains were difficult to

reproduce quantitatively in individual experiments. Preliminary work included also a qualitative interpretation

of the effect on the basis of symmetry arguments.
In this study, a comprehensive quantitative analysis offlowprocesses and heaping in the split-bottom

geometry is presented.We avoided using rice grains as in [1] since quantitative reproducibility of the effect with

thismaterial is not satisfactory. The previous work is extended by numerical simulationswhich reveal the

particle arrangement and dynamics in the bulk.We relate the heap geometrywith the primary and secondary

flowdynamics in the granulate. The behavior of prolate, oblate and isotropically shaped grains is investigated

and compared. Geometrical parameters (fill height of the container), dynamic parameters (shear velocity), and

material parameters are systematically varied, and transients after initiation of shear, and the reversal of shear are

analyzed.

2. Experimental

2.1. Setup andmaterials

The experimental setup is sketched infigure 1, top. A rotationally symmetric (nearly cylindrical) bowl is

mounted on a table such that the inner bottomdisk can be rotated by amotorwith defined angular velocities.

The rotating bottomplate has a radius �R 118 mmS and the stationary outer boundary has a radius of

R=175mm. Friction between the bottom and the granular layer is increased by sand paper glued to all bottom

parts. Rotation of the central plate is driven by a 12VDCmotor, controlled by anArduinoUNOmicrocontroller

with a LabVIEW-program. Both the direction of rotation and different rotation speeds X0 can be chosen.

Figure 1.Top: schematic sketch (left) and photo (right) of the experimental setup, and definition of the coordinate system and
geometrical parameters. Bottom: granular surface after filling thematerial into the split-bottom shear cell (left) and fully developed
heap after shearingwith 20 rotations of the inner bottomplate (right).Material: glass rods with aspect ratioQ= 3.5.
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Initially, the granulate isfilled into the container up to a height h0, and carefully leveled. Fill heights are varied
between 30 and 100mm.The contactlessmeasurement of the granular bed surface is achievedwith a Laser
(M � 635Laser nm) in combinationwith a cylinder lens (beam expansion angle B � n80 ). The laser line is
directed onto the granular surface at an angle of ◦45 . The surface profiles are recordedwith a commercial digital
cameraCanon EOS 600D, with an image resolution of 8 pixel/mmat amaximum frame rate of 2 frames s–1. For
the tracking of individual particles at the granular surface, additional video sequenceswith a resolution of 3
pixel/mmand a rate of 30 frames s–1 are recorded. The camera view is vertical to the initial granular surface. The
deflection of the laser line on the elevated surface allows tomonitor the heap profile in a cross section containing
the rotation axis. In the above described geometry, the laser sheet produces a straight line on aflat surface. Any
elevation of the surface shifts the projection of this line in the camera image by a distance proportional to the
height of the elevation. Themethod relies on the condition that the lateral extension of the heap is large
compared to the elevation, which is clearly fulfilled in the experiments.We assume that themean heap profile
has rotational symmetry about the rotation axis, thus the deflection of the line provides all relevant information
on the heap shape. Both the instant images and the video sequences can be recordedwith the camera. The
evaluation of the optical images is performed bymeans ofMatlab software.

Thematerials chosen for the shear experiments are listed in table 1.One part is a set of wooden pegswith
different lengths to explore the influence of the aspect ratio. Glass rods have a comparable aspect ratio to one of
thewooden pegs, butmuch smaller sizes. In addition, we study lentils as representatives of oblate grains. Peas
(nearly spherical shapes and a few percent polydispersity) aswell as airsoft balls (perfect smooth spherical
surface,monodisperse) serve for the comparisonwith isotropically shaped grains. For a qualitative visualization
and quantitative analysis of the secondary flow, some of the grains have been colored as tracer particles.We
refrained here from the investigation of rice grains as inWortel’s experiments [1], because they give less
reproducible results, particularly for the heap heights, but also for the heap growth dynamics.

Infigure 1, bottom, the shear cell is shown immediately after preparation (left) and after the first 20
revolutions of the bottomdisk (right). It isfilledwith glass rods of length ℓ � 6.6 mm, and diameter

�d 1.9 mm. The red line clearly visualizes the emerging heap, which lifted the granular surface in the center of
the shear cell by approximately 30%compared to the initial fill height �h 80 mm0 .

2.2.Data analysis

The surface profiles are evaluatedwith aMatlab program. The position of the laser line y(x) (figure 1, bottom) is
determined and yields the height profile h(r). Height profiles were averaged over 1mm steps, which is less than
the particle dimensions. Thus, details in the height profile smaller than particle sizes appear as arbitrary
fluctuations of the height profiles, which can be averagedwhenmultiple images are compared.We define the
heap height hmax as the (maximum) elevation of the grain bed at the center (r= 0), respective to the initialfill
height.

The packing density of the granulate changes during the shearing process, Reynolds dilatancy competes with
alignment effects and spatial ordering [21].We evaluate the global packing density bymeasurement of the total
granular volume. Again, rotational symmetry is assumed and the laser line is evaluated to give the local bed
height. At each time step t, we sumvolumes of cylindrical shells with radii � �r ri i 1 and heights ( )h ri to
approximate the total volume

( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )� �Q� � � �V t V t r r h r . 1

i

i

i

i i i1
2

The stepwidth for ri from the digitized laser contour is 1mm. In the plots of volume datawe presentV(t)
normalizedwith the initial volume Q�V R h0

2
0.

Table 1. Lengthsℓ, diameters d and aspect ratiosQ of the investigated grains. Photos show the individual
grains at comparable scales.

Peas Airsoft bullets Wooden pegs Glass rods Lentils

ℓ (mm) — — 10 20 25 40 6.6 x2.5

d (mm) x7 6 5 6 5 5 1.9 x7.0

Q 1 1 2 3.3 5 8 3.5 0.36
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2.3.Direct visualization of secondaryflow

Particlemotion towards the granular surface is demonstrated in afirst, qualitative experiment withQ=5
wooden pegs. For that purpose, colored pegswere prepared in three vertical layers in distances of 20mm
between each other (figure 2). Each layer contains 90 pegswith colors green, blue, red (from top to bottom).

A heapwas clearly visible five bottomplate revolutions after the rotationwas started (X � 100 rpm).
Concurrently after aboutfive revolutions, the first layer of colored pegs reached the surface of the granular bed,
evidencing an upstream in the axial center of the container. In accordancewith the preparation, green, blue and
red pegs emerged in approximately equal intervals. From there, a radial displacement of colored grains downhill
towards the shear zonewas observed.Within the shear zone, the tracer particles submerge again. Figure 2 shows
the granular surface in this experiment at different instants during the shearing.

After 100 revolutions, the experiment was stopped and the granulate was excavated layer by layer. Results of
this excavation are depicted infigure 3. It is evident that the colored pegs havemoved in vertical direction, some
of themupward, others downward, all three colors were present in each excavation slice. In radial direction, the
rangewith colored pegs expanded about 2.5 times from100 to 250mm.

The trajectories of individual pegs can bemonitoredwhen only few tracers are used. Figure 4 left depicts the
radial distance r from the rotation axis for a single particle. A directedmotion from the center towards the shear
zone is evident. The shear zone extends in the range from60 to 120mm.After about 20 revolutions, the particle
was temporarily trapped in the shear zone, then it submerged out of sight into deeper layers, to reappear after
about 40 rotations near the container axis. This trajectory is a direct hint on a convection cell in the granular bed,
and it provides a crude estimate for the velocity of this convective stream.

For a determination of particle velocities we add approximately 10% colored particles which are otherwise
identical with the uncoloredmaterial. These are extracted from the images with a color recognition program and
their positions are assembled to trajectories. By averaging all detected particles in each radial 5mmzone, the
angular velocity of the primary flow at the surface, ( )X G� % %r t , can be determined. In addition, the radial
velocity profile ( ) � % %v r r t is extracted, which yields information on the secondary flowon the granular bed
surface (figure 4, left). Here, positive velocities correspond to an outwardmotion of the grains.

Even though this experiment provides only information on particle displacements on the granular surface
andflow in deeper layers cannot be seen directly, it is evident that over a period of 50 bottomdisk rotations the
traced particlemoved back a distance of about 80millimeters before it reappeared near the center of the
container at the heap. Thismakes clear that the secondary flowhas the formof a closed cycle as already suggested
in [1]. The particle’s outward velocity at the granular bed surface is faster than the inwardmotion in the lower
layers. From10 independent experiments, amean radial velocity of 3.0mmrevolution–1 towards the shear zone
was found. Thus, the secondary flow in the convection roll is approximately two orders ofmagnitude slower
than the primary flow. It is also evident from the exemplary trajectory offigure 4, and confirmed in other tracks
thatwere evaluated, that the particle displacement proceedsmore or less continuous, thus no avalanche drives
the particle downhill (this would be reflected in a stepwise graph of ( )Xr t in thefigure). Such avalanches are
occasionally observed [1], but apparently they do not provide themajor contribution to the secondary flow.

2.4. Numerical simulations

The heap formation in the cylindrical split-bottom geometry was also investigated through numerical
simulations using the discrete elementmethod (DEM) [30] as simulation tool. DEM is a particle-basedmethod
which accounts for the physicalmodel of interparticle forces aswell as considers the geometric shape of the
particles [31, 32]. Particle–particle and particle–wall interactionswere calculated using a normal and a tangential
componentwith an elastic (spring) and a viscous (damping) term.When two spherical particles i and jwith radii
Ri andRj, respectively, are in contact, they interact and are allowed to slightly overlap or deform. This overlap
can bewritten in the form [33]:

∣ ∣ ( )Y � � � �R R r r , 2i j i j

where ri and rj are the positions of particle i and j, respectively. Particles are purely elastic (no plastic
deformation), i.e. after separation of the contacting particles they recover their initial shape.Normal and
tangential spring/damping system can bewritten in the form:

( ˙ ) ( ˙ ) ( )*Y Y Y Y Y� � � �m k c k c¨ 3n n n n t t t t

with kn, kt the normal and tangential elastic parameter, and cn and ct the normal and tangential viscous
parameters.m* is the equivalentmass calculated from * � �m m m1 1 1i j. No adhesive force is assumed in
ourmodels, and the elastic and viscous parameters are given by theHertz–Mindlin [34]model in the form:

( )* * * .Y C� � �k Y R c S m
4

3
2

5

6
0, 4n n n n
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( )* * * .Y C� � �k G R c S m8 2
5

6
0 5t n t t

withR* being the equivalent radius obtained from * � �R R R1 1 1i j. Parameters Sn, St andβ are obtained
from:

Figure 2.Top: prepared sample for the visualization of secondary convective flowofQ=5wooden pegs. Each colored layer contains
90 pegs, the layer separation is 20mm. Thefill height is �h 80 mm0 . Bottom: images of the granular surface of the sample initially
prepared as shown in the top sketch, after rotation of the bottomplate. The labels indicate the numbers of revolutions, 0, 10, ...80.
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Q
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where e is the coefficient of restitution,Y* the equivalent Young’smodulus obtained from
( ) ( )* O O� � � �Y Y Y1 1 1i i j j

2 2 andG* the equivalent shearmodulus obtained

from ) ( )* O O� � � �G G G1 1 1i i j j
2 2 .

The tangential part of the viscoelastic force is divided in a shear (elastic) and dissipative part. The shear force

is responsible for applying a torque to the particles and is calculated as a history effect between the particles for

the duration of the time they are in contact. It is calculated by adding up the relative tangential velocity at the

contact point times the time-step size.
The coefficient of friction Ns is the upper limit of the tangential force through theCoulomb criterion

N�F Fst n, where Ft and Fn are the tangential spring and total normal force components. Thus the tangential

force between particles grows according to the previously described forcemodel until N�F F st n and is then

held at N�F Fst n until the particles lose contact. The tangential damping contribution is only added in time-

stepswhere there is no slip, i.e. the Coulomb criterion is notmet. For amore detailed descriptionwe refer

to [34].
Simulations were performed using three differentmaterials. In thefirst case, a purely sphericalmodel was

used to represent the experiments with peas. In the second and third cases, wooden pegs and glass rodswere

modeled as agglomerated spheres—known as clump representation [35, 36]—to capture the geometry and

aspect ratio of real particles. Contact detection and force calculation are done on a sphere base as previously

described. To avoid double calculation of overlapped regions in the inertial properties, the center ofmass and

moment of inertia are calculated numerically using aMonte Carlomethod. Inertial properties are then used in a

Figure 3.Excavation of the granular bed in steps of 20mm.The labels to the figures indicate the filling height of the remaining bed, 60,
40, and 20mm.One can also see the shear alignment of the elongated pegs in different depths.

Figure 4. Left: camera imagewith the trajectory of an individual tracer particle (green) and definition of the displacements from the
initial position (r1) to thefinal position (r2) and the angle G% . Right: displacement of one individual color-marked peg during the
shear experiment and definition of the position variables.
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rotationmatrix [32] and the particles are allowed to rotate as rigid bodies due to the torque originated from the

tangential forces.
Wooden pegsweremodeled by using 11 overlapping spheres clumped together. However for the glass rods

only five spheres were used due to the large simulation size, 1.34million spheres. Further refinements in terms of
number of spheres would significantly increase the simulation time. Representations of the particles used in the
numerical simulations are sketched in table 2.

The cylindrical containerwasmodeled as rigidwalls and discretized as a triangulatedmesh. The split-
bottom regionwasmodeled as a separatedmesh to allow it rotate independently of the container. The same
dimensions used in the experimental setupwere also used in the containermeshmodel.

Particles are poured from the topwith randomorientation and allowed to settle downbefore the shearing
process starts. The samemodel used for particle–particle was adopted for particle-wall interactions. Details of

the pouring process are shown infigure 5.
Material properties adopted in the numerical simulations are described in table 3. Note that the particle

material density is consistent with the one for realmaterials, but the Young’smodulus used in the simulations is
smaller than the real value (about 50GPa for glass). This is because the computational time required for aDEM

Table 2. Lengthsℓ, diameters d, aspect ratiosQ and number of
spheres of the particlemodels used in theDEMsimulations. Ima-
ges show the individual particles at comparable scales.

Peas Wooden pegs Glass rods

ℓ (mm) — 25 6.6

d (mm) x7 5 1.9

Q 1 5 3.5

N (spheres) 1 11 5

Figure 5.Numericalmodel of the split-bottom container. Left: top view of the shear cell with details of the triangulatedmesh. The
container (static region) is colored in gray and the split-bottom region is colored in green and rotates at a constant angular velocity.
Right: particles are poured from the topwith a randomorientation tofill the shear cell up to the specified height.

Table 3.Material parameters used in numerical simulations.

Parameter Peas Wooden pegs Glass rods

Material density (kgm–3
) 1100 850 2500

Young’smodulus (Pa) 5.0E+07 5.0E+07 5.0E+07

Poisson’s ratio 0.40 0.35 0.35
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simulation decreases with the reduction in the value of the Young’smodulus—the numerical solution remains

stable with a larger time step byRayleigh criteria [37]. Interaction parameters necessary for the contactmodel

between particles and particle-mesh (wall) are described in table 4.

3. Experimental results

3.1.Heap formation and critical parameters

In the following, we analyze the conditions for the formation of a granular heap under cylindrical shear.

Experiments with isotropic objects like peas or airsoft balls do neither show a systematic radialflownor

noticeable heaping. The corresponding data are shown in the appendix. The absence of heaping for isotropic

grain shapes has beenmentioned before [1]. First, we describe results for prolate particles with aspect ratios

between 2 and 8. Then, we extend the experiments to oblate particle shapes. In both cases, heaps are observed.
As described above, the displacement of the Laser line on the granular surface is converted into the local

height profile h(r). Then, sequences of these profiles are stacked to space–time plots. An example is shown in

figure 6, top left, in the formof a 3D graph. It shows the temporal evolution of the height profile forQ=5

wooden pegs. The evolution of themaximumheap height is plotted infigure 6, top right. In addition, the total

volume of the granular bedwas recorded. It is discussed in the appendix. The total volume allows to estimate the

Table 4. Interaction parameters used in the contactmodels and adopted in our numerical simulations.

Parameter Peas–peas Peas–wall Pegs–pegs Pegs–wall Rods–rods Rods–wall

Coeff. of friction 0.30 0.75 0.30 0.75 0.75 0.75

Coeff. of restitution 0.35 0.45 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.65

Figure 6.Heaping of elongated cylindrical grains. Top left: temporal evolution of the height profile forQ=5wooden pegs, initialfill
height �h 75 mm0 , X � 30 rpm. Top right: correspondingmaximumheight hmax of the granular heap. Bottom left: temporal
evolution of the height profile for glass rods (Q= 3.5) at an initialfill height �h 80 mm0 , X � 4.70 rpm. Bottom right: corresponding
maximumheight hmax of the heap.
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changes of themean packing fraction of thematerial during shearing. However, one has to keep inmind that this

packing fraction is spatially inhomogeneous. Inmostmaterials the densitymainly drops in the shear zone.
The heap formation takes approximately 20 revolutions of the bottomdisk. Comparing this with the above

determined velocity of tracer pegs, this corresponds to a period inwhich individual grains perform roughly one

fourth to one third of a full secondary flow convection roll.
The initial increase of the granular bed volume is approximately one order ofmagnitude faster, Reynold’s

dilatancy is responsible for a quick dilation of themean packing fraction. After approximately one full rotation

of the disk, themaximumvolume is reached. After that, partial alignment of the pegs (see, e. g. [21, 24, 25])

reduces the volume again.
There exists a strong fill height dependence of the heap height. Roughly speaking, the heap formation ismost

pronouncedwhen the shear zone is bent inwards but still reaches the granular surface. Then, the rotation rate of

the granular surface in the container center is intermediate between zero and the rotation rate of the bottom

plate. The transition between these two regimeswas studied first byDijksman and vanHecke [15] and estimated

to take place at xh R 0.65s0 .
TheQ= 3.3wooden pegs exhibit amuch lower tendency to formheaps. The shortestQ=2 pegs did not

show any heaping at all.We assume that the anisotropy of these cylinders is too small to initiate spontaneous

heaping, similar to spherical grains. The longestQ=8 pegs also showno tendency to form a heap in our setup.

Here, the reasonmay be the too small ratio offill height and particle length.Wortel et al [1] found heaps also for

pasta with aspect ratio of about 14, but in their experiment the ratio of container and grain sizes was substantially

larger.
While large pegs are particularly suited for x-ray tomographywhen one is interested to detect all individual

grains in a sample, they are less suited for the optical approach primarily used here. The surface profile is rather

rough, it reflects the discrete grainy nature of the sample. Thus, smaller particles are favorable, they form amuch

smoother surface profile of the granular bed. The two images in the bottom rowoffigure 6 show the same

properties as in the top rowof that figure, but for themuch smaller glass rodswith aspect ratioQ= 3.5. These

reproduce qualitatively the same features, but providemuch smoother contour. The ratio of heap height to grain

length to grainwidth is only 2.4:5:1 for thewooden pegs, but 11:3.5:1 for the glass rods. This results in amuch

better resolution of the glass rod heap profiles. Themost remarkable feature is that the dynamics of heap

formation is almost the same as for themuch larger wooden pegs, the heap is fully developed after approximately

20 revolutions.
The effect of a reversal of the primary flowdirection is seen infigure 7. Immediately after the reversal of the

shear, the heap height drops to about one half of its original height, and the volume of the granular bed collapses

aswell. The volume drop is compensated againwithinmuch less than one revolution backward, whereas the

heap reappearsmuch slower, within approximately 10–20 rotations of the bottomdisk.
The heap formation is sensitive to the granular bed height, as reported earlier [1]. Experimental results for

the bed height dependencewithQ= 3.5 glass rods are shown infigure 8(a). For comparison, the relative rotation

rate of the granular surface above the bottomplate is plotted infigure 8(b). Here, Xp is the rotation rate of the
granular surface close to the center, scaled by X0.

Figure 7. Left: temporal evolution of the height profile for glass rods (Q= 3.5) during repeated reversal of the shear direction every 30
revolutions. �h 75 mm0 , X � 4.70 rpm. Right:maximumheight hmax of the heap during the repeated reversal of the shear direction
every 30 revolutions.
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The limit X � 0p corresponds to the situationwhere the shear zone is dome-shaped and does not extend to
the surface.When X � 1p , the ring-shaped shear zone ends at the top surface. Comparison of both graphs 8(a),
(b) evidences that the heap forms fastest and gets largest when X x 0.5p . But on the other hand, heaping is
observed evenwhen Xp is close to 0 or 1. The heap height decreases towards these two limits, butmore
importantly, the time scale (number of revolutions) of the formation of the heap grows enormously.We verified

this forfill levels wheremore than thousand rotationswere needed to produce a heap. In previouswork [1],

heapingwas found only in the intermediate Xp range because the experiments were limited to a few dozen
rotations for eachfill height. Figure 9 shows the space–time plot of the heap formation process for threefill

levels. The heapwidth is roughly comparable in all cases, the heap height changes by a factor of about two, the

time scales for heap formation differ by up to two orders ofmagnitude.
In order to confirm that the heap formation at low and high bed heights is caused by the samemechanism as

for X x 0.5p , and not by dilation, we removed the heap carefully after its full development and verified that the
heap reappears when shearing is continued. Figure 10 shows examples of very low and high fill levels,

respectively. In both cases, the heap reappeared after removal of the excessmaterial. This can be regarded as solid

evidence that the heap is formed by a secondary convective flowprocess in the container. Note the long time

scales for the heap formation dynamics.
The study of oblate shaped grains leads qualitatively to comparable results.We sheared lentils with aspect

ratio 0.36 in the same container geometry. The lentils alignwith their symmetry axis at a small angle towards the

shear gradient. The results are presented infigure 11. Both heap height andwidth, as well as the shear necessary

to form the heap, are quantitatively comparable to those of the prolate objects with aspect ratios around 3.

Reversal of the shear qualitatively leads to the same phenomena as for prolate grains.

Figure 8. (a)Maximumheap height hmax as a function of the relative fill height h RS0 for glass rods (Q= 3.5), X � 50 rpm. (b) Scaled
precession rate Xp of the surface in the center as a function of the relative fill height h RS0 . The solid line represents afit with theGauss
error function.

Figure 9.Three selected space–time plots of the height profile, the initialfill heights are given on the plots. Glass rods (Q= 3.5).
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3.2. Primary and secondaryflows

Velocities of the primary and secondary flows are compared in the following graphs. Figure 12, left, gives the
local angular velocity in radial direction on the surface of the granular bed, for different rotation rates X0 of the

Figure 10.Heap formation from the freshly prepared sample and after removal of the heap (sharp dips in the center of the graphs) in
the limits of X x 1p (very low fill level), and X x 0p (very highfill level). The depth of the granular bed influences the heap height, but
more importantly the characteristic times for heap formation are orders ofmagnitude larger, compared to the optimumfill level.

Figure 11. Left: temporal evolution of the height profile for lentils (Q= 0.36) at an initial fill height �h 70 mm0 , X � 100 rpm.
Right:maximumheight hmax of the heap.

Figure 12. Left: relative angular velocity Xp at different radial positions of the granular surface, glass rods withQ= 3.5 atfill height
�h 75 mm0 . Right: relative radial displacements at the granular surface during one rotation of the bottomdisk.
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bottomplate, butfixed bed height h0. Thefill height chosen corresponds approximately to themaximumheap
height. The central plateau of Xp is above the rotating disk, the steep descent in the shear zone. The reason for the
slight decrease of Xp with higher rotation rates of the bottomdisk is presumably some slip occurring in the
granular bed.

The radialmotion on the granular surface can be taken as ameasure for the secondary flow. Figure 12, right,
shows the radial velocity. It is practically independent of the bottomdisk rotation rate X0. The divergence of the
radial component of theflowfield is clearly nonzero (see next paragraph). It reflects the emerging of grains in the
container center and their submerging in the shear zone. It is also evident that there is an average slight inward
motion in the outer regions of the shear zone. This inwardmotionmust be connectedwith a net outward
velocity in the granular bed and thuswith a second, veryweak convection in the outer part of the shear zone.
Figure 13 shows the same quantities as figure 12, but for different fill heights. The radialmotion graphs have
been split into separate images for better distinction.

Themost interesting aspect appears to be that at lowfill heights (top right image), the inward velocity in the
outer range of the shear zone grows considerably. This indicates that convection in the very shear zone increases,
whereas convection above the disk nearly ceases. In cylindrical coordinates ( Rr z, , ), the divergence of the flow
field �v consists of three terms
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whichmust sumup to zero in the stationary state to satisfy the continuumequation, provided the packing
density can be assumed constant and uniform. Since the tangential component vθ is constant, thefirst term in
parentheses is ameasure for theflowof grains into the bulk or out of the bulk to the surface. This term, the
divergence of the radialflowfield, is plotted infigure 13, bottom left, for low, optimal and highfill heights h0. At
the optimumfill height 75mm, thematerial rises above the bottomplate, and submerges in the shear zone. In

Figure 13.Top left: scaled angular velocities at the granular surface for different fill heights h0. Glass rods withQ= 3.5, rotation
velocity X � 50 rpm. Right: relative radial displacements at the granular surface during one rotation of the bottomdisk, for different
fill heights (top: -h 75 mm0 , bottom: .h 75mm). Open symbolsmark points within the shear zone. Bottom left: divergence of the
radial flow component, �v r v rd dr r . Glass rodswithQ= 3.5, different fill heights. Positive divergence indicates emergence of
grains from the lower layers to the surface, negative divergence indicates submergingmaterial from the surface into the lower layers.
The overall integral of each curve is zerowithin experimental accuracy.
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contrast, at lowfill heights only littlematerial rises above the central disk, themain share of grains emerges in the
outer section of the shear zone and submerges in the inner part of it. The reason for the latter behavior is not clear
yet, itmust be related either to the curvature of the shear zone or to its inward inclination.

4.Numerical results

For the peasmodel, 30 revolutions were simulated in each directionwith a rotational velocity of 4.7 rpm and afill
height �h 75 mm0 . A slice (depth of 50mm)normal to the x-axis of our coordinate systempassing through the
center of rotation of the shearing cylinder was taken, it is displayed infigure 14. Noheap formationwas found in
this numerical simulation using purely spherical particles.

Thewooden pegsmodel was simulatedwith a rotational velocity of 3.0 rpm and afill height �h 75 mm0 .
Results fromour numerical simulations show the formation of a granular heap in the central zone of themixer
after about 4.5 revolutions (see figure 15 left), which is in nice agreementwith the experimental data. In addition,
a regionwith negative elevation (with respect to the initial height) could be seen in the zone between the borders
(static) and the central zone (heap formation). A similar region can be observed in the experiments, as detailed in
figure 6 top left.

When the rotation directionwas reversed in our numerical simulations, a collapse of the central heapwas
observed after one-third revolution in the opposite direction. This is demonstrated infigure 15 right.

The temporal evolution of the height profile for thewooden pegs was obtained using the samemethodology
as in the experiments. This temporal evolution can be seen infigure 16 left. Themomentwhen the rotationwas
reversed is indicated in the graph; it is followed by a steep reduction in the heap height.

For comparison, thewooden pegmodel was simulated for a longer timewithout reversing the rotation (see
figure 16, right). In this case, a continuous increase of themaximumheap height is observed. The simulationwas
stopped before the asymptotic stationary heap height was reached.

The temporal evolution of the height profile was also simulatedwith the glass rodsmodel. Results for the
glass rods with �h 75 mm0 can be seen infigure 17 left. They exhibit a similar profile as the experimental
results. Also, themaximumheight (16.8mm) approximates the experimentalmeasurements.

In addition to the central granular heap, numerical simulations also captured the formation of a secondary,
smaller heap at a radial distance of 120mm from the center of rotation. Although a shallow elevation seem to be
indicated also in some experimental runs, this feature is clearly over-exaggerated by the simulations.

A further simulation of glass rodswas performed for an initial height �h 70 mm0 . The temporal evolution
of the height profile is seen infigure 17 right. Similarly to the casewith �h 75 mm0 , themaximumheap height
depicted approximates that of the experiment. A secondary heap (rim)was also formed.

One detail of the simulations is unclear atfirst glance: the granular bed forms a rim at the containerwall for
wooden pegs, but a depletion near the outer wall for glass rods.We think this is caused by the influence of the
external container wall, which has frictional interactionwith particles in the numerical simulations, in
combinationwith the grain size versus container dimension. The rim is located farther outward for the larger
wooden pegs, so that it is formed near the containerwall. For the smaller glass rods, the rim appears closer to the

Figure 14.A slice through the center of rotationwas taken to depict changes inmaterial height. No heap formationwas detected in the
case using pure spheres. Left: initial system before starting rotating.Middle: after 30 revolutions. Right: after 30 revolutions in the
opposite direction.

Figure 15.Wooden pegsmodel simulation. Left: heap formation after 4.5 revolutions of the bottomdisk. Right: the heap is destroyed
after reversal of the shear directionwithin about one-third revolution. Particles are colored by their vertical position.
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shear zone, so that the profile decays toward the container walls.We note that a similar characteristics is

indicated in the experiments (figure 6), although at a considerably smallermagnitude.

5. Conclusions and summary

The experiments show that heap formation in a circularly sheared granularmaterial can be observed for both

prolate and oblate axially symmetric particles. The heap heights and heap formation rates for prolate and oblate

grains with comparable axes ratios (Q= 3.5,Q= 0.36) are of the same order ofmagnitude. After start of

shearing, the volume change due to dilation occursmuch faster than the heaping.Heap formation has a

negligible influence on the relative volume of the granular bed, i.e. it represents basically a redistribution of

grains in the container, leaving themean packing density unchanged.
Wefind the heaping effect over a considerable range of containerfill heights. This includes the cases where

the shear zone is nearly vertical, ring-shaped ( �h 650 mm), andwhere the shear zone forms a closed dome

below the granular bed surface ( �h 1000 mm). In both cases, the rates of heap formation are considerably
slower (up to several orders ofmagnitude) than for the optimum fill height. The heap heights are lower but at

least of a comparable order ofmagnitude as the optimal heap.
Evidently there is a strong quantitative and qualitative influence of thefill height on the secondary flow.

When thefill height increases above the optimum75mm ( �h R 0.635S0 ), the shear zone closes in above the

rotating disk, and both the radialflow and the divergence of the radialflowfield decrease globally. The heap

height consequently drops with the rate of the upward flow in the center. However, when the container fill

height is lowered below the optimum75mm, a substantial divergence of the radial flowfield remains (figure 13).

Yet the structure of the radialflowfield changes, indicating that the convective flow transforms qualitatively. The

secondary flow restricts to the shear zone, and the convection above the bottomdisk ceases. It is not possible to

give a clear explanation for this change. The divergence of the radialflow in the 65mmbed is quantitatively

comparable to that for the optimumbed height. This indicates that the vertical convection velocity is of the same

Figure 16.Temporal evolution of the height profile for wooden pegs simulations. Left: rotation direction is reversed after 4.5
revolutions of the bottomdisk. A steep reduction in the heap height could be depicted and is indicated in red details. Right: shearing
directionwas not changed and an increase in themaximumheight with the number of revolutions was observed. A heap height of
10.8mmwas reached after 6.5 revolutions of the bottomdisk.

Figure 17.Temporal evolution of the height profile for glass rods simulations. Left: case with �h 75 mm0 . Amaximumheight
�h 14.9 mmmax is observed after about 5.2 revolutions. Right: casewith �h 70 mm0 . Amaximumheight �h 16.8 mmmax is

observed after 6.2 revolutions. For both cases we observed an elevated rim at r=120mm, outside the shear zone.
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order ofmagnitude. The integral of each graph infigure 13 is zerowithin experimental accuracy, which is
confirmation that the evaluationmethod is correct (the amount of grains entering and leaving the surface layer
averages out).

In order to trace the origin of the heaping effect, we also investigated two types of spherical grains,
monodisperse perfect spheres and slightly (x10 %) polydisperse imperfect spheres.We do notfind any heaping
effect with any of thesematerials. Their granular bed surface remains flat, no secondary flow is observed by
optical analysis of the surface.

It is evident that the secondary flowof shape-anisotropic particles out of the shear zone towards the center of
the cell is the source of the heaping phenomenon. But still, the detailedmechanismof this flowprocess needs to
be identified. Symmetry arguments were applied [1] to explain the qualitative behavior of heaping under shear
reversal. They cannot explainwhy the permanent flowout of the shear zone is triggered at all, andwhy the
asymmetry between the inner and outer region exists. The present experiments reveal that secondary flow and
heaping aremaximal when the shear zone bends towards the center of the container but does not form a closed
dome.Nevertheless, heaping is also foundwhen the inner part of the granular bed rotates rigidly with the
bottomdisk, andwhen the inner part is at rest with the outer container. Critical limits for the granular bed height
were not found, the experiments rather indicate a rapid and continuous growth of the time scales with the
granular bed height increasingly differing from the optimal value.

Our numerical simulations correctly captured the absence of heap formation for the case of purely spherical
particles. This is in agreementwith experimentalmeasurements using peas and airsoft bullets. For thewooden
pegsmodel therewas a clear heap formation after 4.5 revolutions, and a subsequent collapse when the rotation
direction of the bottomplate was reversed. Also, the simulation allowed to run until 6.5 revolutions without
changing the direction of the bottomplate reproduced an increase in themaximumheap heightwith the
number of revolutions. In addition to that, a depression region above the shear zone between the peripheral
(static) and the heap formation zonewas captured. This was also observed in experimentalmeasurements.

For the glass rods casewith �h 75 mm0 therewas a good agreement both regarding the heap formation
dynamics and themaximumheap height. The numericalmodel also depicted the formation of a secondary, less
elevated rimoutwards beyond the shear zone (about 120mm from the center of rotation). However, these
numerical results differ from the experimental observations, where only a very shallow elevationmay be
indicated. In addition to that, the height of the heapfluctuated considerably in the numerical simulations.
Maximumelevations of 14.9mm ( �h 75 mm0 case) and 16.8mm ( �h 70 mm0 case)were depicted in our
numerical simulations of the glass rods.

There is still room for improvement in the numericalmodel. A better description of the particle geometry
could be achieved by addingmore spheres to approach the desired shapes. This is expected to improve the
quality and relevance of our numerical results, as the experiment indicates the sensitivity of the effect to the
particle shape.Moreover, a calibration process ofDEM frictional parameters could improve our numerical
results quantitatively. However, evenwith the present approximations it has been demonstrated that the
simulated dynamics reflectsmost of the experimental findings even quantitatively. Further simulationswill
allow to study the influences of the container size to particle size ratio and other details, in order to predict which
interesting parameter ranges should be explored in future experiments. A particularly interesting aspect is the
extension of the aspect ratio far beyond 10, an interesting range for technical applications such as the handling of
needles or nails.
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Appendix

A.1Results for isotropic particles

For a comparison, experiments have been performedwith isotropic (sphere-shaped) grains. These do neither
showheaping, nor ameasurable secondary flow. Figure A1, left, shows the surface of the granular bed for peas.
There is only a slight depression of the shear zone, which occurs within thefirst rotation of the bottomdisk, the
height difference is well below the particle diameter. Near the outer containerwalls, this height graph is not
representative because the particle arrangement is practically stationary, except for slow creepingmotions. The
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airsoft balls show a global depression of the granular bed (figure A1, right) because they packmore efficiently
when they are sheared [21]. The granular bed remains completely flat during shearing. A long-term observation
of grains at the surface shownonet radialmotion of grains in any of these two cases.

A.2Dilation

Twoobservations evidence that the heap formation is not related to dilation of the shearedmaterial. Thefirst
one is the observation that the heap reappears when thematerial from the heap has been completely removed

Figure A1. Left: temporal evolution of the height profile h(r) for peas (diameter approximately 7mm. �h 75 mm0 , X � 50 rpm.
Right: temporal evolution of the height profile h(r) for airsoft balls with diameter d=6mm, �h 80 mm0 , X � 50 rpm.

Figure A2.Relative volume V V0 of the granular bed during the shear experiment (same data as infigure 6, top).Q=5wooden pegs,
�h 75 mm0 , X � 30 rpm. The dashed linemarks the initial volume after filling.

Figure A3.Relative volume V V0 of the granular bed during the shear experiment (same data as infigure 6, bottom).Q= 3.5 glass
rods, �h 80 mm0 , X � 4.70 rpm.
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(see e. g.figures 10). The second one is the difference in the time scales for dilation of the granular volume and

heap formation. As shown in section 3.1, the heap typically appears after a dozen rotations to several hundred

rotations of the bottomplate, depending on thefill height. The increase of the initial volume of the granular bed

takes place within one revolution or even less. Figures A2–A4 show themeasured relative volumes, scaled by the

originalfill volume, for different prolate (pegs, glass rods) and oblate (lentils) samples. One can see the initial

Figure A4.Relative volume V V0 of the granular bed during the shear experiment (same data as infigure 11).Q= 0.36 lentils,
�h 70 mm0 , X � 100 rpm.

Figure A5.Relative volume V V0 of the granular bed during repeated reversal of the shear direction every 30 revolutions (same data as
in figure 7).Q= 3.5 glass rods, �h 80 mm0 , X � 4.70 rpm. The dashed linemarks the initial volume after filling.

Figure A6.Relative volume V V0 for peas (same experiment as in figure 18, left), �h 75 mm0 , X � 50 rpm. The dashed linemarks
the initial volume.
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volume increase by a few (two to four) percent in all these samples. After that, a slow decay of the granular
volume takes place. The volume reduces by nearly one percent but does not reach the original volume again,
except for theQ=5wooden pegs which compactify again to roughly the original volume.

When the shear direction of a sample is reversed, the volume quickly drops to nearly the original value, but
then it grows againwith roughly the same rate as from the initial disordered state. This is shown for theQ= 3.5
glass rods infigure A5. Again, these processes aremuch faster than the drop and the recovery of the heap height.

The isotropicmaterials also show the initial volume expansion. Reynolds dilatancy changes the global
volume occupied by the peas (figure A6)within fractions of a full rotation of the bottomdisk by approximately
1%.As there is no alignment process in the peas sample, the volume stays roughly constant afterwards. The
measured volume effect is an average of all parts of the container, thus it is not representative for the dilation in
the shear zone. There, the decrease in packing fraction ismuch larger. For the airsoft balls (figure A7),
crystallization leads to a reduction of the granular bed volume after a fast initial expansion by Reynolds dilatancy
(seeWegner et al [21]).
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